
Spring is in the AIR

Spring brings change and as the world around us changes we all need a bit of

normality. The ideal bush break is always available to you at Wagondrift. We

have had an amazing start to the new season and have welcomed past guest and

made friends with a host of new people who have visited us for the firsts time.
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“WE ARE OPEN AND
OPERATIONAL
UNDER THE STRICT
COVID 19
REGULATIONS TO
ENSURE EVERYONE’S
SAFETY"

There is nothing like time

in the bush to reset the

human soul.

Wagondrift Game Lodge
Newsletter

“Make sure you book to avoid
disappointment”

reservations@wagondrift.co.za
0834412665



WHAT'S NEW:

The Lockdown provided the team with time to make a

few changes and improvements. Amongst a host of

small additions, the chalets were upgraded, and they

are a must see! We added a volleyball and paved the

walkways to make them wheelchair friendly and

stroller compliant. Guard house and new entrance, car

ports and even the Eskom line was improved.

The most exciting was a MAP of the farm. Not just a

map! We were fortunate to have an international

artist, Sue Bell with us over the Lockdown period. She

used her incredible talent and designed a map that will

not only make it easy to navigate the farm on your

next walk, but you will always remember the roads and

sights you visited. There is also an animal and bird

check list to assist. We believe Wally is also part of the

map and we encourage you to find him.Wagondrift is a

place that welcomes interaction with the bush. You

are able to take long walks, exciting bike rides and just

experience nature in a unique and caring environment.

“Make sure you book to avoid
disappointment”

reservations@wagondrift.co.za
0834412665

CHECK LIST OF 
NEW ANIMALS

Warthog
Gemsbok 

Waterbuck 
Rooihartbeest

Ostrich
Kudu Family

Impala 

These were added to the amazing well-trained existing wildlife of
Wagondrift just waiting to pose for you for those award-winning

photographs For a full list of animals visit the KIOSK for a Map and a list of
Animals and Birds


